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Abstract: A Multilevel Current Source Inverter (MCSI) circuit with single rating inductor topology has taken
in this work. MLI’s are best with power converter’s applications due to the reduction ofvoltage and current
stress and harmonic distortion from voltage and current waveforms. The nine-level Current Source Inverter has
been evaluated under symmetrical and asymmetrical modes of process and their performances are compared
using PI and Fuzzy Gain Scheduled PI (FGSPI) controllers tuned with PWM  strategy  of  Multicarrier  PWM.
The performance measures have been made with MATLAB/Simulink simulation. The experimental results also
verified the presented Multilevel Current Source Inverter.
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INTRODUCTION The Current Source Inverters circuit is the dual

Multilevel inverters can offer many advantages like Unfortunately the need for insulated DC sources,
reduced harmonics and increased power ratings due to semiconductor devices and gating circuits are a few
reduced switching device voltage and current stresses. events   of    this    inverter   topology.   The  multilevel
Multilevel inverters have been proposed because of CSI   topology  with   H-bridge   and   inductor-cell  are
substantial benefits [1-3]. Multilevel inverters consists of given  [12].  This  topology  highlights  the need for
power semiconductors devices and DC voltage sources, isolated  DC  sources   in   the   parallel  H-bridge
the resultant output will be nearly sinusoidal. The major multilevel  CSI.  And the second circuit design of
divisions in multilevel inverters are the Voltage Source multilevel  CSI  is  achieved  by applying a multi-cell
Multilevel Inverter (VSMLI) and Current Source system of multilevel CSI [13-15]. Various control,
Multilevel Inverter (CSMLI) [4-6]. strategies have been analysed to control the voltage

The MCSI has many advantages like short circuit displayed in [16-18].
protection, lower voltage and current tension and less On  the other  hand,  the inverter still needs
THD [7-10].The initiation of current source inverters expensive  larger  size  inductors  (>100  mH).  The
(CSIs) into this area could lead to promoting benefits due presence  of  these  inductors  will  result  in  more losses
to the valuable characteristics of this currently less used in  the inverter circuits and the output efficiency of the
converter topology. The number of semiconductor and circuit  will  become  less. This report introduce a nine-
inductor used will be reduced. level  single  phase  single  inductor current source

It has following advantages 1) a simple structure; 2) inverter  using  multicarrier  PWM  strategy  controlled
short-circuit protection; 3) bidirectional operation; 4) with PI and Fuzzy Gain Scheduled PI Controller. The
nearly sinusoidal inputs and outputs; 5) the absence of Fuzzy Gain Scheduled PI control algorithm that combines
electrolytic capacitors; and 6) the possibility to link up in the fuzzy logic control results in suitable non-linear
series GTO or GCT, make the role of CSI in high-power characteristics and efficiently reduces the fault in power
medium-voltage drives highly desirable [11]. extraction [19].

cascaded H-bridge multilevel Current Source Inverter.
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Current Source Multilevel Inverter (CSMLI): A current holds five parameter model namely a current source IL
source inverter converts the input DC voltage to an AC (light-generated current), diode, series resistance Rs and
output. Here, the input voltage is kept constant and the shunt resistance, which shows the irradiance and
amplitude of output voltage is independent on the load. temperature-dependent I-V characteristics of the modules
However, load current waveform, as its magnitude, shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
depends on the nature of the output impedance. In this
inverter circuit, the input current is kept at constant value, Symmetrical Current Source Inverter with Nine Lvel:
but it can be adjustable. The amplitude of output current Figure 3 shows the power circuit of the proposed single
from CSI does not depend of the load. The supply for this rating inductor type symmetrical current source inverter.
current source inverter is DCsource. In an adjustable From this Figure 3, it is clear that the circuit model is
speed drive (ASD), DC source consists of an AC/DC achieved by connecting four H -bridge and a DC source
rectifier with a large inductor to supply stable current. with equal inductors L. Nine-level output waveform can
Generally, a CSI has a boost operation function, DC-link be achieved by operating the DC module with different
voltage is less than the output peak voltage [20], [21].For intermediate levels All DC sources presented are
this proposed current source inverter PV array is taken as connected at the common point; hence the isolated DC
input. The PV Array block creates an array of sources are not needed in this circuit. The appropriate
photovoltaic (PV) modules. The array is made by switching sequences for nine level symmetrical current
connecting  strings  of  modules  in parallel,  each  string source inverter with equal inductance are shown in Fig. 4
of  modules  are  connected  in series. The PV Array block and Table 1. The switching sequences gives the current

Fig. 1: PV array equivalent circuit are PID [22,23].

level generation of positive, negative and zero level of +I,
+2I, +3I, +4I, -I, -2I, -3I, -4I and 0 respectively.

Control Strategy
PI   Controller:   A   Proportional-Integral   (PI)   control
is  a  particular  case  of  the classic controller family
known  as  Proportional-Integral-Derivative  (PID). Till
date, these controllers are the most common way of
controlling industrial processes in a feedback
configuration. More than 95% of all installed controllers

Fig. 2: V-I characteristics of PV array
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Fig. 3: Proposed single rating inductor type symmetrical current source inverter for nine level

Fig. 4: Switching states of nine level symmetrical current source inverter 355

Table 1: Switching Sequence of symmetrical nine level single rating inductor CSI
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Fig. 5: Fuzzy Proportionality and integral gain response over error and change in error

Fig. 6: Nine-level CSI with Multi carrier PWM

Table 2: Fuzzy Rule Table for Proposed Converter symmetrical nine level output voltage. This technique is

Fuzzy   Based   Proportional   Integral   Controller current. In   this  proposed   nine-level   topology, we
(Fuzzy PI):  The  designed  Fuzzy  Proportional Integral need  nine  level  output  hence  eight triangular carriers
(Fuzzy-PI)  controller  is a hybrid controller that utilizes are used. In Phase Opposition Disposition (POD)
two sets of PI gains to achieve a suitable non-linear technique,  the  carriers  above  the  sinusoidal reference
response. The switching of the controller accomplished zero  points  are  180  out of phase with those below the
with a fuzzy logic section that depends on the input Iin (t). zero point. Fig.6 shows the gate pulse sequence for
The PI gains utilize e (t) as input that highlighted in proposed nine level CSI using POD strategy with
equation (1). Fig. 5 shows the Fuzzy Proportional and modulation index ma = 0.9 and the carrier frequency is
Integral gain response over error and change in error and chosen as 2 kHz. Here the amplitude Ac of carrier
the fuzzy rule table for proposed converter presented in waveform  is  same  and  frequency  fc  is  2  KHz. At
Table 2. every instant, the response of the comparator is

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM): A level based appropriate  sequences  with  respect  to  the  output of
multicarrier  PWM  strategy  is proposed here for the the proposed inverter.

proposed here to produce necessary gating signals for
the MOSFET used in inverter circuit. In general
Multicarrier PWM technique is comparison of reference
wave with m-1 triangle carrier signal.

In multicarrier PWM technique, m-1 triangular
carriers are required to get m-level output voltage or

compared and decoded to generate the correct
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Fig. 7: Closed loop response using PI controller I0rms, output current and voltage 

Fig. 8: Closed loop response using Fuzzy PI Controller I0rms, output current and voltage 

Simulation  Results: Simulation of Nine Level PI   Controller.  Figs.  7  and   8   show    the    responses 
Symmetrical   CSI:   The   current   source   with  the  four of    symmetrical   nine-level   current   source  inverter
H-bridge inverter and suitable switching sequences with   single    rating    inductor    output    current,
generate  the  nine  level  output.  The  corresponding voltage    and    Irms   tuned   with   PI   controller  and
gating signals  to the   semiconductor   devices   are fuzzy  PI  controller  respectively  with  a  set  value  of
controlled   by   Multicarrier   PWM   and   PI   and  Fuzzy Irms as 2A.
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Fig. 9: comparison of Current responses of PI and Fuzzy Controller of symmetrical CSI

Fig. 10: Current responses of PI and Fuzzy Controller of symmetrical CSI for change in Load resistance 

Fig. 11: Current responses of PI and Fuzzy Controller of symmetrical CSI for change in input current 

Figs. 9 displays the output current  responses of PI From  the above analysis, it observed that the fuzzy
and fuzzy PI Controllers. From this analysis it is Clear that PI  controller  response  has better performance over PI
the  fuzzy  PI gives better response has been converged and it reaches the steady state quicker than PI., Fig. 11
very fast compared with conventional shows  the  current  responses  of PI and Fuzzy Controller

PI controller, without any overshoot. Fig. 10 depicts of  symmetrical  CSI  for input change. From the figure 11,
the current responses of PI and Fuzzy Controller of it is  observed  that  the  input  current  has  been
symmetrical CSI for a step change in load. suddenly  incremented  from  4A  to 5A at t=1s and back

Figure 10, shows that when the load current is to 4A at t=2s. Simulation of Asymmetrical CSI: Power
suddenly increased from 2A to 3A at t=1s and decreased circuit of the proposed nine level asymmetrical current
from 3A to 2A with respect to time, t=2s. source   inverter  is  shown  in  Fig  12.   From   this  figure,
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Table 3: Analysis of symmetrical nine level CSI with resistive load 

Fig. 12: Asymmetrical nine level CSI with single rating inductors

Table 4: Switching Sequence generation of Asymmetrical nine level CSI

Fig. 13: Closed loop PI controller response for I0rms, output current and voltage of Asymmetrical CSI
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Fig. 14: Closed loop Fuzzy PI Controller response for I0rms, output current and voltage of Asymmetrical CSI

Fig. 15: Current responses of PI and Fuzzy Controller comparison of asymmetrical CSI

Fig. 16: Current responses of PI and Fuzzy PI Controller of asymmetrical CSI for input change (t=0s I0rms = 2A ; t=1-2s
I0rms = 3A; t=2s I0rms = 2A)
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Fig. 17: Current responses of PI and Fuzzy PI Controller of asymmetrical CSI for output change (t=0s Iin = 4A ; t=1-2s
Iin = 5A; t=2s Iin = 4A)

Table 5: Analysis of Asymmetrical CSI with resistive load 

Table 6: Symmetrical and Asymmetrical nine-level single inductor CSI
performance comparison

During this servo response, the fuzzy PI controller
response attains convergence quicker thanthe PI
controller, which is given in Table 3.

Simulation of Asymmetrical CSI: Power circuit of  the
proposed nine level asymmetrical current source inverter
is shown in Fig 12. From this figure, it is clear that the
circuit model is achieved by connecting two H-bridge, and
a DC source with inductors of same rating. The switching
sequences for power semiconductor devices to the nine
level asymmetrical current source inverter is given in
Table 4.

The switching sequences give the asymmetrical nine-
level current generation with addition and subtraction
process of inverter topology. i.e. active level +I (I+0), +2I
(3I-I), +3I (3I+0), +4I (3I+I), negative level -I (-I+0), -2I (-
3I+I), -3I (-3I+0), -4I (-3I -I) and 0 respectively. The current
source is shared by the two H-bridge and the
corresponding gating signal is developed. Multicarrier
pulse width modulation strategy is used for IGBT
switching for generating the corresponding gating
sequences. Figs. 13 and 14 show the responses of
asymmetrical nine-level current source inverter output
with single inductor rating.

Figure 15 shows the output current response
comparison of PI and fuzzy PI controllers. From this
figure, it is clear that the fuzzy PI controller response has
been settled fastly at 0.637 sec, whereas the fuzzy PI
controller tuned response settled at 0.39 sec, without any
disturbances.

Figure  16  shows the current response of PI and
Fuzzy  Controller  of asymmetrical CSI for load change.
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The fuzzy PI controller response has been settled very 5. Rodriguez, J., P. Correa and L. Moran, 2002. A vector
faster than the PI controller with its reference current
without any oscillation. Similarly, the Fig. 17 shows the
current responses of PI and Fuzzy Controller of
asymmetrical CSI for input change. From this Figure 17, it
is clear that the input is suddenly changed from 4A to 5A
at t=1s and return back to 4A at t=2s. So the fuzzy PI
controller response has been converged before PI
controller. Table 5 shows the analysis of asymmetrical CSI
using PI and Fuzzy Controller. Table 6 shows the
comparison of symmetrical and asymmetrical nine level
proposed CSI circuit with equal inductance.

CONCLUSION

In this study, an important assessment of Current
Source Multilevel Inverter (CSMLI) has been given for
Nine level output. It achieves a low-ripple current from the
PV cells, hence gives better performance. The analysis of
proposed symmetrical and asymmetrical nine-level single
phase single inductor current source inverter which is
shown in Table 3 and 5 clearly proves that asymmetrical
CSI Provide a good percentage of THD over symmetrical.

The steady state analysis of PI and fuzzy PI
controllers shows that fuzzy PI gives quicker response
than PI controller. The asymmetrical inverter is economical
in topology wise since less number of components are
requires to achieve the same (nine) level compared with
symmetrical CSI. Due to the presence of less number of
devices switching and conduction loss will be less for
Asymmetrical nine level CSI. 
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